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1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with everywhere divergence of Vilenkin—Fourier 
series. The Vilenkin systems are generalizations of the Walsh system. It is well known 
that A. N. Kolmogoroff gave the first example for integrable function with every-
where divergent Fourier series. The corresponding question for Wals system wash 
solved by F. SCHIPP [4], [5], and the construction for arbitrary Vilenkin system due to 
P. SIMON [7]. There are many interesting new results in this theme. For example 
S. SH. GALSTIAN [2] proved the existence of an integrable function with everywhere 
divergent Fourier series, the Fourier coefficients of which tend to zero so rapid as 
possible. It is natural to ask whether the analogue theorem is true for Vilenkin sys-
tems or not. We show that a similar theorem is valid for the so called bounded Vilen-
kin systems. Our theorem is sharper than the theorem concerning the trigonometric 
system [2], because we construct an appropriate function, which is not only integrable, 
but belongs to a function class connected with a Hardy type space, too. In our 
construction the Vilenkin polynomials introduced by P. Simon [6], [7] play important 
role. We give proof only for the case of Vilenkin groups, but this proof can be 
easily transferred for the case of [0, 1). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let m:=(m k , N) (N=0 , 1, ...) be a sequence of natural numbers, the terms 
of which are not less than 2. Denote by Zm (A:€N) the discrete cyclic group of order 
mk. We define the so called Vilenkin group Gm as the direct product of Zm's (k£N). 
Thus Gm is a compact Abelian group, the elements of which are represented in the 
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form x = ( x 0 , x l 5 ..., xk, ...) ( 0 ^ x k < m k , xk, k£N). fi denotes the normalized Haar 
measure on Gm. 
Introduce the next notations: 
M 0 := 1, Mk+1:= ¿m; (k£ N). 
i = l 
It is clear that every can be uniquely rewritten in the form 
oo 
« = 2 nkMk (0 S nk < mk, nk£N). k = 0 
We shall need the following subsets of Gm: 
/„(*):= {y£Gm\yk = xk, fc < n} (nGN, x£Gm). 
Obviously / t( /„(x))=M~1 . Let Gm:= {ipn, /i£N} the character system of Gm or-




rk(x) := exp (A:6N, x£Gm, i := f^I). mk 
It is known that 6 m is a complete orthonormal system with respect to fi. The Vilenkin 
system is said to be bounded if lim sup «>. 
Denote L(Gm) the space of /i-integrable functions and define the norm of 
/<EL(GJ as | | / | | i : = / \dn. If f£L(Gm) then let 
Gm 
f(k):= f f f a d u (*€ N) 
c„ 
the fc-th Vilenkin—Fourier coefficient of / , 
S„f:="2f(k)*l>k (n£P:= 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
k=0 
he «-th partial sum of Vilenkin—Fourier series of / , 
D n : = " Z t k ( n € P ) 
k = 0 
the n-th Dirichlet kernel with respect to the Vilenkin system Gm. Define the functiont 
(KGm, f£L(GJ) as follows 
T „ / ( X ) : = / ( X - / I ) (x£Gm), 
where — is the inverse of the group operation which is denoted by -f • 
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It is known [8] that 
, > \ M n , if *€/„((>), 
( 1 ) ^ W - i o , if , € G . \ / . ( 0 ) , 
where 0:=(0, 0, ...)€Gm. 
We need the following notations: 
Af.= {/c6N|/(fc) * 0}, 
Qf:= sup \S„f—Sif\ (feL{Gm)). 
0,1 
Now we define a Hardy type space H(Gm). Let us denote by / * the following maximal 
function of f£L(GJ 
/*:= sup \SMnf\ («(EN). n 
We say that fdL(Gm) belongs to H(Gm) if f*eL(GJ, and let | | / | | H := | | /* | | t . 
H(Gm) is a Banach space with this norm. If <P: [0, °°)-<-[0, is an increasing 
function, then we denote by H<P(H) the class of ju-integrable functions for which 
f*4>of*eL(Gm.) 
(o stands for composition of functions). In this paper we prove the next statement 
for bounded Vilenkin systems. 
T h e o r e m . Lei 4>: [0, -*-[(), be an increasing function with &(n) = 
=o( log logn) («—+«=) and (a„, n€N) a decreasing sequence tending to zero for 
which 
n = 0 
Then there exists a function fdH4>(H) such that 
|/(k)|Sa, (k£N) 
and the Vilenkin—Fourier series o f f diverges everywhere. 
R e m a r k . The Vilenkin systems are orthonormal systems with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1), therefore all the concepts like Vilenkin—Fourier series, 
maximal function etc. can be introduced also for functions of L{0, 1). The above 
Theorem can be formulated for this case too. It is not hard to check, that all the con-
siderations used in the proof of Theorem can be transferred for this case. This is 
based on the fact, that there is a close connection between Gm and [0, 1), namely 
Gm [0,1), ;.(*):= i -
fc=o M k + 1 
is an almost one-one and measure preserving mapping. C will denote an absolute 
positive, but not always the same constant in this paper. 
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3. Two lemmas 
In order to prove Theorem we need two lemmas. Let us denote by Pn (n£P) 
the set of Vilenkin polynomials of order n, i.e. 
Pn:= {g<EL(GJ | supJg<n} . 
Let Gm be an arbitrary Vilenkin system. Then the following lemma is true. 
L e m m a 1. For all n, pGN and 0 ̂ _/'-= Mp N) there exists a Vilenkin poly-
nomial Qn,pj such that 
(0 
(hi) OQ„,pJ(x) > CMpn (xe rp(ej)), 
|where ej:=Uo,ji, •••JP~i> 0, ...)€Gm, j M ~ , 
(iv) supp QnpJ(zIp(ej). 
P r o o f . Let the numbers n,p,jand the Vilenkin system Gm be fixed. Define the 
sequence m'=(mk, k£N) as follows 
m'k:= m k + p (k£ N). 
m' generates the Vilenkin group Gm>. We shall denote by Q„ the same Vilenkin 
polynomial as in [7] (pp. 361—362). The corresponding polynomial with respect to 
Gm• is denoted by Q'n. It is shown in [7] that 
ne:iii = i . a Q ' » ( x ) > c n , Q'nepM , M n + l 
where 
A/,':= ' j j ml = 'nmp+l(x£Gm,!£K). 
¡=0 ¡ = 0 
By means of Q'n we introduce the Vilenkin polynomial Qn p on Gm as follows 
Qn,P(x):= Q'„(y), where yk = xk+p (x£Gm, y£Gm, N). 
It is clear from the definition of Qn>p, that if Q'n~2ai'l/'i O A ; i s the /'-th element of 
Gm.), then and ' \\Qn,p\W=\, QQ„,p(x)>Cn, Qn,p£PMMn+i+l> 
(x£GJ. Define Qn,pj-=reDMpQntP. Applying (1) it is easy to check that Q„,Ptj 
has the desired properties. Lemma 1 is proved. 
The second lemma is a modification of a lemma of Steckin [1]. 
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L e m m a 2. If (a„, n€N) tends monotonely to zero and ^ a„ = then for 
n = 1 
all s,q£N there exist t£N and (p^N, / = 1 , ..., t) such that 
(ii) = 
> = i m p, 
P r o o f . Let s, q and (a„, n 6 N) be fixed. First we verify the following statement : 
For all v,u£N there exists rÇN such that %v+2mu Suppose indirectly 
that <xv+2M ^ N). Since (a„, n£N) is monotone, and lim sup /w< 
M r 
therefore 
CO CO f + 2 M u + r + 1 CO , 1 
2" « 1 = 2 2 . 22(Ma+r+1-M„+r)-j<00, 
n = i>+ajfa r=0 i=i>+2Af„ + r r=0 •'«r 
but this is a contradiction, since ^ a n ~ Part (i) of Lemma 2 is a simple conse-
i l 1 
quence of this statement. 
In order to prove part (ii) let 
and 
p1:= min{n6N|a4 + 2 A f s + n 
Pk+i'~ minjnGNIa t J (fe€N). 
The existence of pk's (k£ N) follows from the above statement. Since (a„, M£N) 
is monotone, therefore from the minimum property of pks and from lim sup °° 
we have 
«+2 " ¿ V J + p - l «+2 ¿ M s + i , . + 2 M s + i ( t - l _ i «+2 . ¿ M s + p ( + 2 M , + 1 + 1 - l 
» = 9 + 2 . | m s + ( , . "=«+a.|'1Ai5+p i l ~ P k « = 9+2. | i M s + p. + 2Ms + , 
1 Pfc+l-1 1 1 
= 2Ms+ i , f c—-g + 2" 2 ( A f s + 1 + 1 - M s + , ) l i 7 2 < Cs,m-N— (K£P) m
P k - i i=pk m i m p k 
oo 
(where Cs_m>0 depends only on J and m), whence by 2 al=a° 
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On account of the monotonicity of (j>k,k£N) MPk j is divisible by MPk N), 
» 1 / t 1 
namely there exists 4 £ N for which y . =——. If then 2 ! — 
¡=i MPi M^ k >=i Mt 
= — — I ^ 1. Thus the divergence of 2 implies the existence of /€ N 
MPU MP* + i " = lMP* 
> 1 
such that 2 — 1 • This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
4. Proof of Theorem 
Let us fix a bounded Vilenkin system Gm. Denote (n,, /£N) a sequence of indi-
ces for which 
(2) 
/=1 nt 
The existence of such a sequence follows f rom <P(u)=o (log log u) By 
means of (n„ l£N) we define (qt, /€N) inductively. Let q0:=0. If qt is given, then 
apply Lemma 2 for q:=MQI and for s\=Mm„I+1. Thus we get the existence of 
f,€N and ( /? U €N, / = 1 , . . . , / ; ) for which 
(3) a k =~-rr— (k = l,...,td, 
1 
(4) 2 - j t — = 1 -
t - i M p 
k-1 1 
Let us see the polynomials (see Lemma 1) Q„liPk v j k , where j k l : = M P k ( 2 i k,i ic, i j=1 Mpt l 
(k=l,...,t). Obviously 
(5) U IPk,,(ejkJ = Gm. i =1 
Define the numbers skl (k£P) by induction: 
s l t , := max {Mqi, MM n ( + 1 + P l > , } 
s*+i,i:= m i n { " i N l A f M n i + 1 + P f c + 1 , I is a divisor of «, max J 0/rSi l<2nIlPfc,,,,•*,,)}• 
It is easy to see, that if M, is a divisor of u (t, u€N) then \j/ui]/v=</'„+„ (v<Mt). 
By reason of this the Vilenkin polynomial F M : = ^ S f c 12„„Pfc „/ , can be given by 
shift of the spectrum of 2„ ( i P t y ( ( fc=l , ..., t,). It is clear f rom the definition of 
skti s that 
(6) min AF1A > Mti 
(7) AF^AF^^Q (k,h = l, . . . , / „ fc^ ft). 
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Furthermore, since m a x J F l i ( < M +2Ai»f + 1+P l ) , and sk+ll—max AFk<l^ 
=MM„ i + 1+P k + l t l therefore we have by induction 
(8) m a x AFk>l < Mn +2 (k = 1, ...,/,). 
¡=i «1+1 
Obviously there exists hk£N such that 
(9) AFkt,<z[Mhk,Mhk+1) (k = i, ...,?,). 
preserves evidently the nice properties of Q„„Pk ,,jk•> i e-
(10) l i i . . l l i = l , OFktl(pc) > CMPk ,n„ supp FKlczIPk l(eJh l) 
Let 
' ' 1 
fi-= 2-TP—~fki-
*=1 MPk,,nl 
If s£Af t then by (7) there exists a number k uniquely determined (1 ^k^t,) such 
that s<EAFkJ. Thus (3), (8) and (10) imply that 
< " > I / M - B ^ K M - B ^ I F ^ -
as (s~AFkJ), viz. |/,(s)| < as (s€N). Mpk,,"i 
By reason of (5) there exists for all x£Gm 1 such that *€ / p (e^ ) and 
then by (7), (10) we have 
(12) Qf,(x) £ —I— QFk l(x) > C. 
mpu,,nl 
On the other hand it follows from (9) that 
* '' 1 * ' ' 1 
f * ~ -2" 17—ZT = 2 ~ T 7 — 
Mpk,,ni *=i Mpk,,ni The estimation 
(13) max \Qn\ si 2M", 
is trivial from the definition of Q„ (see [7] p. 362). Taking into consideration the con-
struction of Fktl's and of f t we have by (10), (13) that 
max tf{x) == -j^— max | F M | ^ 2M" (fc = 1, ..., f,). 
xapk.,iej\.,) mpk,xnl 
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T h u s 
(¿*<W))(*) S -r^— \Fk,i(x)\ H2M"') (*€/*.,(«*.,)), (k = 1, ... 0, mPk, i "I 
consequen t ly b y r e a s o n o f (4) a n d (10) 
(14) ^ 
"I 
is val id. N o w w e def ine the sequence (q„ Id N ) induct ive ly . L e t ql+x:= 
: = m i n { n £ N | M „ > m a x Af,}, a n d d e f i n e i n t h e s a m e m a n n e r a s ft (IdN). D e -
n o t e / t h e fo l lowing f u n c t i o n 
co 
i = 0 
Since Afkf]Af:=Q (k,jdN, k^j) a n d Af= Q Afx, t h e r e f o r e b y (12) w e h a v e t h e 
1 = 0 
everywhere d ivergence o f t h e V i l e n k i n — F o u r i e r series of / . (11) yields 
f u r t h e r m o r e (2) a n d (14) f u r n i s h 
1=0 1=0 
i.e. fdH$(H). Th i s comple t e s t h e p roof of T h e o r e m . 
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